CONTINUING SERIES
(P) Denotes: Premieres

**IYANLA: FIX MY LIFE**
Saturdays (9 p.m. – 10 p.m. ET/PT)
In dramatic new episodes, life coach Iyanla Vanzant helps those who are struggling, guiding them toward a new way of living and encouraging them to do the work necessary for real change. Through emotional heart-to-heart conversations and often a dose of tough-love, Iyanla helps individuals confront unresolved issues that are causing turmoil. She coaches guests and gives them the tools to fix their own lives, seeking to break the negative patterns that are preventing true happiness.

**(P) Saturday, February 2 (9 p.m. – 10 p.m. ET/PT) Episode: Secret Curse: Like Mother, Like Daughter**
Iyanla works with a mother and daughter whose mirroring childhood traumas have resulted in crippling self-hatred. Together, these two women work to shatter the silent shame of their pasts and face their traumas head-on in order to walk their healing path.

**(P) Saturday, February 9 (9 p.m. – 10 p.m. ET/PT) Episode: My Father Killed My Mother**
When he was just six years old, Shane’s father, Bo, killed Shane’s mother in a drunken rage. Nearly 30 years later, Bo is out of prison and searching for a bond with his only son. Iyanla digs deep to help Shane find forgiveness and the courage to move on.

**(P) Saturday, February 23 (9 p.m. – 10 p.m. ET/PT) Episode: Engaged & Enraged: A Couple in Crisis**
When toxic levels of control and resentment are revealed in a couple that has rushed into an engagement, the bride’s “nice nasty” attitude and the groom’s codependence leave Iyanla wondering if this couple will ever be ready to walk down the aisle.

**LOVE & MARRIAGE: HUNTSVILLE**
Saturdays (10 p.m. – 11 p.m. ET/PT)
“Love & Marriage: Huntsville” follows the lives of three successful and powerful African American couples in the thriving city of Huntsville, Alabama who come together to help revitalize the region through their joint real estate venture – The Comeback Group. The eight-episode series will feature Melody and Martell Holt, Marsau and LaTisha Scott, and soon-to-be-married duo, Maurice Scott and Kimmi Grant. The couples are longtime friends whose goal is to put Huntsville back on the map together, but it gets complicated when they must navigate love, marriage, and friendship while attempting to make this huge undertaking a success. There will be plenty of laughs, tears, and even a wedding, as the group balances their careers, families, and social lives in order to transform both the city and their relationships to achieve their ultimate dreams.

**(P) Saturday, February 2 (10 p.m. – 11 p.m. ET/PT) Episode: 10th Anniversary or Bust**
The Comeback Group holds a meeting to draw a line in the sand, and Kimmi prepares for her
wedding day. The Scotts surprise the Holts with the idea of a 10th anniversary dinner, but things get awkward when Martell's infidelity is brought up yet again.

(P) Saturday, February 9 (10 p.m. – 11 p.m. ET/PT) Episode: Miami Vices
The Comeback Group has another meeting where Melody convinces Martell to compromise on the building price for the homes. Kimmi breaks down in counseling worried that her life passed her by. Melody and Martell enjoy their surprise 10th anniversary dinner.

(P) Saturday, February 16 (10 p.m. – 11 p.m. ET/PT) Episode: The Love Boat
The gang heads off to Miami for Maurice and Kimmi's wedding, but the occasion opens old wounds for Melody; and while the guys enjoy Maurice's bachelor party, one of them enjoys himself a little too much and it could put his relationship on the line.

(P) Saturday, February 23 (10 p.m. – 11 p.m. ET/PT) Episode: Going For Broker
The guys lie to the women about what happened at the bachelor party. Marsau gets in hot water with his mother-in-law for not wearing his wedding ring. Kimmi and Maurice finally say 'I do' while Melody questions Martell about his infidelity.

THE HAVES AND THE HAVE NOTS
Tuesdays (9 p.m. – 10 p.m. ET/PT)
Tyler Perry's "The Haves and the Have Nots," starring John Schneider and Tika Sumpter, portrays the ongoing drama between the wealthy Cryer and Harrington families and the poor Young family. The most explosive season yet continues with scandal, destruction, life-threatening moments, and even death. The series also stars Angela Robinson, Renée Lawless, Crystal Fox, Peter Parros, Aaron O'Connell, Tyler Lepley, and Gavin Houston.

(P) Tuesday, February 5 (9 p.m. – 10 p.m. ET/PT) Episode: Power Struggle
Justin (Nicholas J. Muscarella) has a laser focus on Jeffrey (Gavin Houston); and Katheryn (Renée Lawless) gets a taste of the other side of the tracks.

(P) Tuesday, February 12 (9 p.m. – 10 p.m. ET/PT) Episode: From The Seventies
Wyatt (Aaron O'Connell) is in jail. Will the Cryer's secrets make it out before he does?

(P) Tuesday, February 19 (9 p.m. – 10 p.m. ET/PT) Episode: Room Three
Jeffery (Gavin Houston) comes to Justin's (Nicholas J. Muscarella) aid.

(P) Tuesday, February 26 (9 p.m. – 10 p.m. ET/PT) Episode: Enough
Jeffrey (Gavin Houston) tries to handle the Justin (Nicholas J. Muscarella) situation amicably.

HOME MADE SIMPLE WITH LAILA ALI
Saturdays (9 a.m. – 10 a.m. ET/PT)
Creating homes that deserving families love to live in is at the core of “Home Made Simple.” The show pairs inspiring families, a team of professional designers, carpenters, and special guest artists, who work together with the families to create simple solutions to everyday home challenges and design dilemmas. Host Laila Ali will be working alongside families as they transform their living, work and play spaces, revealing the compelling and inspiring stories of the families behind the makeovers. Laila, who describes herself as a “home cook,” will also teach the families delicious, easy recipes from her cookbook "Food For Life."

(P) Saturday, February 2 (9 a.m. - 10 a.m. ET/PT) Episode: Backyard Oasis for Busy Mom
Kam Horne does it all! She even participated in the renovation of her family's dream home, until a heart attack forced her to slow down. The “Home Made Simple” team turns Kam's drab backyard into a private paradise the whole family can enjoy.

(P) **Saturday, February 9 (9 a.m. - 10 a.m. ET/PT) Episode: Crafting a Kitchen for a Blended Family**
The Juliens spend most of their time in the kitchen, but it lacks style and functionality. Don't miss “Home Made Simple's” dramatic transformation with modern design, color, and cultural inspired aesthetic - just what this blended family desires.

### SPECIALS

**OPRAH WINFREY PRESENTS: MICHAEL B. JORDAN, BRADLEY COOPER, BETO O’ROURKE**
Premieres Saturday, February 16 (8 p.m. – 9 p.m. ET/PT)
“Oprah’s SuperSoul Conversations” is an extension of the three-time Emmy award-winning series “SuperSoul Sunday” which features one-on-one conversations between Winfrey and top thinkers, visionaries and leaders who have created an impact and shifted the conversation in their respective fields of entertainment, politics and culture in the last year. Guests include Michael B. Jordan, who stars in the Academy Award nominated “Black Panther” and is executive producer of upcoming OWN drama series “David Makes Man;” Academy Award nominated actor Bradley Cooper who directed, produced, co-wrote and stars in “A Star is Born;” and Beto O’Rourke, former member of the U.S. House of Representatives who caught the nation's attention as he made headlines running for a U.S. Senate seat in Texas.

**IYANLA: BACK IN BROOKLYN**
Premieres Saturday, February 16 (9 p.m. – 10 p.m. ET/PT)
“Iyanla: Fix My Life” star Iyanla Vanzant returns to her hometown of Brooklyn, New York on the final stop of her wildly successful Get Over It tour, taking a theater full of fans through her incredible personal story while visiting the locations that shaped her life.
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